
How to complete a 
Retirement Application



There are 3 necessary forms to receive retired pay. 
DD 108, DD 2656 and Direct Deposit Form.



Make sure that on the DD 108 the form is dated July 2002, Block 1 if you were in the National Guard 
will be what is seen below, Block 3 is the RPED on your RPAM. Block 6a is only applicable if you served 
in the Korean War or earlier. Block 8 is your current assignment which is the retired reserve. Don’t 
forget to sign and date at the bottom.



The direct deposit form (FMS 2231) is pretty self explanatory. Make sure that in the 
Type of Payment block that it is checked for Other Federal Employment Related 
Payments. And the very last digit of your routing number will fall into the check 
digit, the automated form does this.



The DD 2656 MUST BE DATED OCT 2018 or HRC will automatically kick it back to 
you. Blocks 1-5 are self explanatory. Make sure that for block 4 you use your 
retirement date (the day you got out of boots).



Block 8 has several options, if you were final pay and your RPAM has no H3, MMSI codes, and joined before 
September 8th 1980 then you would fall under the Final Pay category. If you joined after Sep 8th 1980 and before 
Jan 2018 then you would fall into the High-3 category. If during your career you took the CSB/Redux you would 
select that block. If you have elected to participate in the Blended Retirement System during 2017 then you 
would select that block. If you have went through a Medical Board and are being medically retired you would 
select the Disability block (e). 



Complete all of section II with your account information and 
use the address of your Bank’s Main branch.



In Section III you would look at your DD 214 and in block 18 of the 214 it will tell you 
if you received any kind of payment from the Army. You will need to repay these in 
order to receive your retirement pension. Majority of the time if you were not on 
Active Duty at any point in your career you will not have receive any type of pay.



If you are filling this form out digitally, it will automatically populate your name and social security 
number on the top. If you are filling it out by hand please make sure to put your information in. Block 
15a is just an agreement statement, if you are currently receiving pay from the VA disability 
compensation make sure to put the effective date and payment amount in c-d. You can find that 
information on VA.gov or on your award letter that they send to you.



Keep in mind your percentage rating can 
trigger a VA Waiver Offset!



For Section V if you check the box directly under it, that will designate your spouse as your 100% beneficiary. For 
those of you with children under the age of 18 or 22 (still in college unmarried) do not check this box, you will 
need to put your children’s information. Always make sure that you look at your original DD 1883 or DD 2656-5 
to see what option you have chosen.  By law (10 U.S.C. 1448) what you chose on the DD 1883 or DD2656-5 is 
irrevocable unless, remarriage, death or major life changing event. Children who are over the age of 18 or 22(in 
college and unmarried) will fall off coverage when they are no longer eligible.  



For Section VI block 17-19 are self explanatory and based off of your W-4. If you are disabled and 
drawing Social Security, in block 20 you will put “exempt” and leave blocks 17-19 blank. Note you 
must file a new W-4 yearly (Feb 15th) with DFAS-Cleveland. Section VII: the state of Kentucky does not 
tax Military Retirement unless you exceed $41,110. 



Section VIII is for those who are in the Blended Retirement System. They are the only 
individuals that can elect anything on this page. Note- DO NOT SIGN OR MAKE ANY 
ELECTIONS IF YOU ARE NOT BLENDED. IT WILL CONFUSE HRC AND CAUSE A DELAY 
IN PROCESSING YOUR APPLICATION.



For Part III section IX, put your spouse’s information in blocks 29-30. If you have divorced and remarried you will 
need to add certified copies along with copies of your election changes (DD form 2656-6). Blocks 32 are for 
dependents under the age of 18 or 22(in college unmarried). I’ve seen some grandparents with full custody of 
grandchildren add them here but in the additional documents they needed to also submit proper court 
documentation showing custodial rights.



For Section X you will need to look at your DD 1883 or DD 2656-5. If previously you chose Option A you will again choose 
Option A in block 33, then add your specifics in block 34 and 35. If you had chosen Option B previously, then blocks 34-37j will
become greyed out meaning the beneficiaries you had previously are now your current beneficiaries. Option C will also gray 
out blocks 34-37j but please make sure that the marital status block is checked and you add the divorce decree to your packet 
along with any election changes.



For Section XI you can have any witness you would 
like as long as they are not a named beneficiary. 



For Section XII the only time Spouse Concurrence is required is 
if: you elected anything less than full SBP, elected child only 
SBP, or declined SBP Coverage.



Once you have filled out all 3 forms, you will need to add supporting documents. Below are some of 
the required documents. If you deployed after 2008 you could be eligible for Reduced Age 
Retirement which means for each 90 day aggregated increment deployed, within a Fiscal Year, 90 
days will be taken away from the RPED date. With that being said your Tricare Coverage only starts at 
age 60.
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